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Note: Attemnt Five questions including question One

Ql :- Answer the following questions: ( 20 marks)

l. The stress-strain behavior of brittle ceramics is not usually obtain by a tensile test?

2. What happen when we take XRF to Titanium Atom(Ti:22)?

3. Why the tip of AFM must be change after several tests?

4. Why we use X-ray Sedimentation and Stokes' law in ceramic industry?

5. What is the different between OM&SEM in Resolution ,Depth of field and Magnification?

Q2:- A. Define the fotlowing parameters :(10 marks)

L- Raleigh Criteria. 2- Depth of focus. 3- Auger electron. 4-Stiffness.5-Glass Transition Temperature( Tg).

B. Which information does a powder gives us in XRD pattern?( peak position ,peak intensity, peak
broadening,scaling factor) (10 marks)

Q3 :- Compare between the following:(20 marks)

l-Laue rnethod and Powder method in XRD methods.

2-)RD device and EDS device .

3- TGA device and DSC device.

4-Sieving and Laser Light Scattering in particle size analyze-

5- Contact mode and non contact mode in AFM.

Q4 :- What type of information do we get from the following tools? ( 20 marks)

I.TEM , 2. EDS , 3. ICP ,4. TGA , 5. DTA

Q5 :-Discuss the following: (20 marks)
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Bragg's law is a negative law.

Energy gap, its meaning and role in semiconductor characterization.

X-ray photons are produced by the movement of electrons in atoms.

Cements can not be dangerous in Thermal analysis .

XRF is very important in Food chemistry.



Q6:-

A. X-rays of wavelength 0.140 nm are reflected from a certain crystal, and the first-order maximum occurs at an

angle of 14.4". What value does this give for the inter planar spacing of this crystal?.' ( l0marks)'

B. What are the meanin!; of the following fltgures: ( l0marks)
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